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Our Mission & Values 
 

Initially adopted at the Board of Directors meeting in Cleveland, Ohio on October 14, 2018, and 

updated by the Board of Directors at the Fall 2020 Virtual Board & Committee Chairs Meeting 

on October 19, 2020, the following statement articulates the values, mission, and strategy 

priorities for the association.  

  

Our values 

NACAA is: 

• An advocate for the equitable protection of clean air and public health;  
• A community that proactively seeks to foster diversity, access, equity, and inclusion in 

our makeup, our policies, and our actions 
• A provider of valued services and resources to the members; 
• A source of credible expertise to decision-makers;  
• A forum for learning with, and from, each other; 
• A point of focus for effective state and local agency interaction with the federal 

government; and 
• A national association that thrives because its members have common interests, while 

respecting one another’s differences. 
 

Our mission:  

NACAA exists to advance the equitable protection of clean air and public health for all, and to 

improve the capability and effectiveness of state and local air agencies. 

 

Our long-term strategic priorities: 

1 – Seek and advance equitable clean air outcomes for all 

2 – Strengthen our core  

3 – Expand our base  

4 – Advocate for intelligent advances in policy  

5 – Facilitate cross-programmatic efforts  

6 – Be the pre-eminent authority on clean air policy matters 
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NACAA Statement & Direction For Racial Justice 

(Adopted by the Board of Directors, October 19, 2020) 

The National Association of Clean Air Agencies (NACAA) condemns racism and discrimination 

in all its manifestations.  While the work of our state and local agency members has contributed 

to tremendous reductions in air pollution overall in the United States, the same communities that 

bore the greatest burden of harm decades ago continue to face the greatest public health 

threats from dirty air today. Some systems produce unequal and inequitable outcomes even 

when the people who implement them have the best intentions.  As a community, NACAA will 

work for systemic racial justice in the programs that alleviate polluted air, in our externally facing 

programs, and in our internal operations.   Because silence and inaction are themselves 

policies, in the coming 12 months NACAA will advance this goal by opening a dialogue to 

explore and take action on fundamental questions, including but not limited to, 1) How does our 

association currently express diversity, access, equity, and inclusion?  2) How do we advance 

and support equitable and just policies and programs that address diversity and prevent 

discriminatory outcomes?  3) Do NACAA and our member agencies reflect the diversity of the 

communities we serve? and 4) What can NACAA, as its own community, do to make a 

difference? 
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Supporting Questions (Building on “Four Questions To Guide A Discussion About Race”):  

To improve systemic equity in the programs that alleviate polluted air, when considering our 

externally-facing programs, our internal operations, and the ways that we reflect the 

communities we serve, NACAA will ask and take action on the following questions:  

Who Are We?   

How does our association currently express (or value) diversity, access, equity, and inclusion?   

What programs, decisions and activities do clean air agencies undertake that affect the public 

health of people disproportionately affected by air pollution, including in regulatory development, 

planning, permitting, monitoring, compliance, enforcement and other programs? 

Where Are We?  

What authorities and institutional relationships enable our agencies to seek greater equity?  

What limit us from doing so? 

What programs have our agencies undertaken to address racial disparities in public health 

outcomes from air pollution, that we can learn from, adapt, and employ?  

How do the actions taken by / decisions made by air agencies perpetuate unequal public health 

outcomes? 

As an association, do we support and advance policies and programs that address diversity and 

prevent discriminatory outcomes? 

Who Do We Want To Be?  

Do our association, its leaders and agencies reflect the diversity of the communities we serve 

with pollution prevention? If not, why not? 

What actions would affect the diversity of the individuals in our agencies and in the leadership of 

our national community?  How could we improve access, equity, and inclusion? 

What Will We Do As A Community To Make A Difference?  

How can decisions about regulatory development, planning, permitting, monitoring, compliance, 

enforcement and other programs account for, and remedy, these outcomes? 

As an association, how can we support and advance policies and programs that address 

discriminatory outcomes, within our association, with our agencies, and for our regulatory and 

regulated community?  What investments should we make to realize this? 

What decision-making entities should we educate about the disproportionate pollution burden 

borne by black people, people of color, and poor people? How should we do this? 

What community partners can be engaged to involve these people and communities? What is 

needed for this to be effective? What else can be done to empower them in our decision-making 

and programs? 

 


